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Dear Children
Daily Update
How are you all today my little Sausages? I hope that you are still being good as we
know that the children from Old Church are the best in the world, not just Darlaston
but the world.
Well in the Clacy household all is not good I’m afraid today! I have two very upset
Pussy Cats. Charley Farley Cat Clacy has got an eye infection. We think he is allergic to
the outside in spring because he had the same thing last year! It’s probably like Hay
Fever for cats. So he is stuck in with one of those silly collars on. I have had to chase
him around the house for ½ an hour this morning to put his eye drops in. However,
because Charlie is not allowed out Betty Boo Boo also has to stay in so she is in a
grumpy mood with Charlie. It doesn’t help that the two pigeons, the ones the cats
always terrorise, are now in the garden making fun at the cats because they can’t
chase them. Both cats are now asleep on the bed in a grumpy mood! The pigeons are
very happy though to be left in peace.
I have had an idea. Why don’t you send a get well message or drawing to cheer up
Charlie Cat. He would like that. Send it to coronaupdates@old-church.walsall.sch.uk and
I will show him. He is being spoilt with my emergency supply of Tuna fish. I have to
hide his tablet in that but he’s such a piggy he doesn’t notice it is in there.
I must confess I didn’t even start the work I was meant to do yesterday as I had loads
of other jobs sent to me by the local authority. I will try and get them done today.
I have also seen that David Walliams is reading stories every day on Utube. He was the
guy who wrote ‘Gangster Granny.’ He is very funny and that may be worth a watch but
only with the permission of your parents. Don’t forget to stay safe on the internet.
All your teachers send their love and miss you.

Much Love Ms Clacy xxxx

